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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In order to better refine the understanding of tsunami impacting the Canterbury coast and
inundating Christchurch, we have performed multi scenario hydrodynamic modelling in
response to a request by Environment Canterbury (ECan).
ECan describes the key problem they seek to solve as follows (from their RfP):
“Previous hydrodynamic modelling of tsunami inundation for Christchurch has
been undertaken for two ‘worst case’ tsunami scenarios: a distant source scenario
(a magnitude 9.485 earthquake on the Peruvian subduction zone) and a regional
source scenario (a magnitude 9 earthquake on the Hikurangi subduction zone
coinciding with a magnitude 8.8 earthquake on the Wairarapa Fault). These two
modelled scenarios give a significant difference in inundation area for
Christchurch, with the distant source tsunami scenario causing significantly more
inundation than the regional source scenario.
This result is inconsistent with most other areas in New Zealand where ‘worst case’
local and regional source tsunamis are understood to produce more inundation
than ‘worst case’ distant source tsunamis. This situation creates difficulties with
nationally-consistent messaging around tsunami evacuation zones and local and
regional source tsunamis. In particular a ‘long or strong earthquake = evacuate all
zones’ message appears not to apply to Christchurch.”
To help resolve this issue, a large set of local, regional and distant potential tsunami sources
was investigated. A total of 215 individual scenarios were run using the COMCOT
(Cornell Multi-Grid Coupled Tsunami model) tsunami model (Wang and Power 2011) as the
core simulation engine of our assessment. Out of this set 113 scenarios were initially run to
the coast and 102 were subsequently run to inundation for the Christchurch coast from
Pines/Kairaki Beach to Purau and to wave height at coast above mean sea level for the
remainder of the Canterbury coast, which is Willawa Point to the Waitaki River mouth.
Inundation simulations also included the interaction between river flow of the major rivers
(Waimakariri, Kaiapoi, Avon and Heathcote) and the impacting tsunami. We investigated a
number of potential ‘Worst Case’ scenarios including local (30), regional (10) and distant
sources (10). We define the ‘worst case’ scenario as the largest credible earthquake from a
given source location, generating the largest inundation extent in Christchurch out of all
investigated scenarios. We also investigated a large set (36) of scenarios from different regions
around the Pacific that reach 3-m and 5-m target wave heights at coast in the Christchurch
tsunami forecasting zone as requested by ECan and required for assessing the orange
evacuation zone.
We find that the known local crustal (upper-plate) earthquake sources do not contribute to the
set of potential ‘Worst Case’ scenarios. The main contributors to the ‘worst case’ category are
the Hikurangi Subduction zone (Mw 8.9 with 35 GPa rigidity 1) when rupture is assumed to
happen in the most southern part of the interface, a great earthquake on the Kermadec plate
interface (Mw 9.3 with 35 GPa rigidity) and a great earthquake of Mw 9.35 (35 GPa rigidity)
in Peru, with the latter being the worst case identified in this study. Also, other distant sources
from Central America fall into this category of potential ‘worst cases’.

1

Often also referred to as shear modulus, which is a measure for the elastic strength of the rock: Mw ~ rigidity*slip.
iv
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Modelling of a Mw 8.9 earthquake on the Hikurangi Subduction Zone conducted for the
Hikurangi Response Plan (Power et al. 2018) indicates that this scenario would likely be felt
as MM intensity V to VIII in Christchurch, depending on the direction of rupture (i.e. north to
south, south to north, or bi-lateral) and the particular ground conditions in Christchurch
(i.e. on rock or soft soils). Regardless of the felt intensity in Christchurch, the earthquake
shaking would be felt for more than one minute. The strength and duration of shaking in the
Christchurch region following an Mw 9.0+ earthquake on the Kermadec Trench is unfortunately
not well established. By comparison with the distribution of shaking following the Mw 9.0
Tohoku earthquake, 2 it appears plausible that it would at least be felt in the Christchurch region
by people at rest as lasting for longer than one minute, though further research is required to
confirm this. Large earthquakes occurring offshore South and Central America will not be felt
in New Zealand.
The fact that distant and regional 3 sources contribute to the ‘worst case’ category in
Christchurch is an unusual situation. This could be due to the channelling effect of the Chatham
Rise or focusing effects of the Pegasus Bay for example. However, that cannot currently be
concluded from this study. We find that scenarios reaching 3-m target wave heights in
Christchurch inundate less than scenarios that reach 5-m target wave heights (as is expected).
We also find that potential ‘worst case’ scenarios create an ensemble maximum flow depth
distribution reaching further inland than the 3-m and 5-m scenarios.

2

Please refer to the shake map on the USGS website for the M 9.1 near the east coast of Honshu, Japan
Earthquake (Tohoku earthquake):
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/official20110311054624120_30/executive
3 We call Hikurangi a regional source here based on travel time to Christchurch but note that it is a local source for
northern Canterbury.
GNS Science Consultancy Report 2018/198
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project Background

This report is submitted by the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Limited
(GNS Science) in response to a request from Environment Canterbury (ECan) for
hydrodynamic inundation modelling of Christchurch and offshore maximum wave height
modelling of the Canterbury coast line.
In addition to the multiple scenario inundation modelling for Christchurch, ECan also seeks
‘worst case’ wave heights at coast for other Canterbury settlements, and identification of which
scenarios produce those largest waves. These scenarios should enable ECan to model
inundation at those locations at a later stage.
ECan reports that previous hydrodynamic modelling of tsunami inundation for Christchurch
has been undertaken for two ‘worst case’ tsunami scenarios: a distant source scenario and a
regional source scenario. These two modelled scenarios exhibit inundation behaviour that is
unusual for Christchurch when compared to the rest of New Zealand, with the distant source
tsunami scenario causing significantly more inundation than the regional source scenario.
This result is different to most other areas in New Zealand where ‘worst case’ local and regional
source tsunami normally produce more inundation than ‘worst case’ distant source tsunami.
ECan would like to resolve the resulting difficulties with nationally consistent messaging around
tsunami evacuation zones and local and regional source tsunami.
ECan therefore seeks to better refine their understanding of Christchurch’s tsunami hazard
and more robustly determine the scale of the difference in inundation between distant and
regional/local tsunami sources.
To do this, we have closely followed our approach to inundation zoning, which we have
previously applied in Wellington, Porirua and Kāpiti coast in the Blue Lines Project, a public
education campaign that shows the anticipated land coverage of evacuation zones for
the largest credible tsunami events. Following this same path for this project a) provides
consistency with existing studies of this kind and b) provides consistency with the
‘Director’s Guidelines’ (MCDEM 2016).
In areas where high-resolution topographic and bathymetric data is available, it is possible to
conduct more detailed, numerical computational modelling of water movements to calculate
inundation flow depth and velocities if required. The good quality data available for
Christchurch enables this level of hydrodynamic inundation modelling. With such data,
the future delineation of more accurate evacuation zones becomes possible.
This project also builds on previous work carried out for Chatham Island Council (Mueller et al.
2016). GNS Science has developed and is continuing to research new methods that enable
us to consider the effects of non-uniform distribution of slip on the earthquake fault
interface. In naturally occurring earthquakes, the slip is not uniformly distributed and it is not
currently possible to predict how this distribution will occur in future earthquakes. Therefore,
a representative set of tsunami simulations generated with different possible examples of slip
distributions has to be investigated to assess the potential impact of this uncertainty in
the earthquake process. GNS Science has, and currently is, investigating the effects of this
complexity with regards to tsunami arrival times, inundation extent and evacuation procedures.
GNS Science Consultancy Report 2018/198
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The COMCOT tsunami model (Wang and Power 2011) is the core simulation engine of our
assessment. It is routinely used and constantly improved for tsunami research at
GNS Science. It has been used previously for tsunami inundation modelling for several
New Zealand cities exposed to tsunami hazard, including Wellington, Napier, Gisborne and
Tauranga, to name a few.
Magnitudes given in this report for subduction zone sources are always accompanied by
a label indicating the rigidity that has been assumed to avoid any confusion. Magnitudes
related to 50 GPa are given as Mw 50 and magnitudes related to 35 GPa are given as
Mw 35. Alternatively, the rigidity is indicated in brackets in the text. Scenario names
(e.g. ‘PE_mw93_4’) always assume 50 GPa.

1.2

Project Task Overview

Task 1: ‘Worst case’ scenario simulation:
ECan has asked GNS Science to model several different ‘worst case’ tsunami scenarios for
Christchurch for both regional and distant source tsunami. These should include:
•

Distant source scenarios, at least some of which should be ‘worst case’ Peru/Chile
border scenarios (assuming different slip patterns), and one of which should be a
‘worst case’ Kermadec scenario.

•

‘Worst case’ regional source scenarios involving the Hikurangi subduction zone.

•

‘Worst case’ local source scenarios within Pegasus Bay.

‘Worst case’ means the largest credible earthquake from that source, having an approximately
2500-year return period (84% confidence level). 4 If there are multiple possible ‘worst case’
scenarios for a particular source (e.g. involving different slip patterns), the ‘worst case’ is the
one(s) that generate the largest wave heights at coast offshore Sumner.
These scenarios are to be modelled to inundation for the Christchurch coast from Pines/Kairaki
Beach (NZTM 1576300-5199200) to Purau (NZTM 1580000-5169790). This includes the
Waimakariri, Kaiapoi, Avon and Heathcote rivers (for several kilometres inland), and Lyttelton
Harbour.
These scenarios are to be run to wave height at coast above mean sea level for the remainder
of the Canterbury coast, from Willawa Point (NZTM 1453730-5021950) to the Waitaki River
mouth (NZTM 1686970-5353180).
ECan would like to be provided with time series for these models, relative to mean sea level,
for the following points of interest:
•

Offshore Waimakariri River (at or near NZTM 1577700-5196000)

•

Offshore Sumner (at or near NZTM 1581350-5176530)

•

Offshore Lyttelton Port (at or near NZTM 1577160-5171230)

4

We note that the MCDEM guidelines are that the Yellow zone should at least encompass the 2500-year
(84% confidence) return period tsunami inundation.
2
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1.2.1

Task 2: 3- and 5-m Coastal Wave Heights Scenario Simulation:

Apart from the ‘worst case scenarios’ ECan has also asked GNS Science to model a range of
scenarios from a variety of sources (including at least one regional source) that produce ~5-m
and ~3-m wave heights at coast offshore Sumner.
Again, these are requested to be run to inundation for the Christchurch coast from
Pines/Kairaki Beach (NZTM 1576300-5199200) to Purau (NZTM 1580000-5169790).
This includes the Waimakariri, Kaiapoi, Avon and Heathcote rivers (for several kilometres
inland), and Lyttelton Harbour.
These sceanrios are also only modelled to the coast at mean sea level for the remainder of
the Canterbury coast, from Willawa Point (NZTM 1453730-5021950) to the Waitaki River
mouth (NZTM 1686970-5353180), and with time series relative to mean sea level at the same
locations listed under Task 1.
Specific requests from ECan:
ECan did not explicitly require suggested tsunami evacuation zone extents to be developed
for this project. They also requested that all bridges should be removed from the model grid,
so that water can flow under them (rather than them being represented as solid barriers).
A representative (average) flow should be assumed in all rivers and streams mentioned above.
GNS Science was also to assume that the largest wave arrives at Mean High Water Springs
(note that this might not be the same wave at every location in a single scenario). All stop
banks and seawalls were requested to be resolved to an appropriate level in the model grid.
The topography of the dunes should be fixed, rather than modified by scour or erosion during
the tsunami event. Finally, the model should use the Lyttelton Vertical Datum 1937.
Modelling first assessed a small set of scenarios that will result in 3-m and 5-m wave height
at coast from a wide range of sources from around the Pacific as required by the
‘Directors Guidelines’ to develop evacuation zones (MCDEM 2016). These were selected from
the MCDEM tsunami forecasting scenario database.
The 5-m sources were to be a comprehensive set that can be used for inundation modelling
for evacuation zoning purposes at a later stage. It was agreed that the 3-m scenario set will
not be comprehensive enough to be used for evacuation zoning purposes.
The set of 3-m and 5-m scenarios was drawn from a wide variety of source locations around
the Pacific (including Kermadecs, etc.), to provide information to either confirm or re-evaluate
our assumption that South America and Hikurangi represent the dominant distant and regional
sources, 5 respectively.
Deliverables:
1.

5

A consultancy report outlining the methods used to create the models, the limitations of
these methods, and a discussion of the results. The report should include the source
parameters for each scenario, maximum inundation and velocity maps and time series
plots.

We call Hikurangi a regional source here based on travel time to Christchurch but note that it is a local source for
northern Canterbury.
GNS Science Consultancy Report 2018/198
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2.

Spatial datasets (compatible with ArcGIS) for maximum inundation depth and speed in
Christchurch and Lyttelton Harbour for each scenario. Spatial datasets (compatible with
ArcGIS) for maximum wave height at coast for the Canterbury coast for each scenario.

3.

A covering letter, including any recommendations for further work.

4
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2.0

NUMERICAL METHODS

2.1

Simulation Software: COMCOT

The numerical simulation model, COMCOT (Cornell Multi-Grid Coupled Tsunami model)
was adopted to calculate both river flows and tsunami, including the interaction between the
two processes. It was originally developed at Cornell University, USA in the 1990s (Liu et al.
1998; Wang 2008) and since 2009 it has been under development at GNS Science,
New Zealand (Wang and Power 2011). Multiple source mechanisms have been integrated in
this simulation tool, such as subaerial/submarine landslides, earthquakes with transient rupture
and/or variable slip distributions.
This model has been widely used by researchers worldwide to study various aspects of
tsunami including tsunami generation mechanism, transoceanic propagation, run-up and
coastal inundation. In recent years it has also been increasingly used to investigate storm
surges, wave-structure interactions, effects of rivers/tides/sea level rise on tsunami hazards,
and landslides in reservoirs/lakes and downstream flooding (Wang and Liu 2006; Wijetunge
et al. 2008; Beavan et al. 2010; Mueller et al. 2015; Mountjoy et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2018).
COMCOT uses a modified staggered finite difference scheme to solve Shallow Water
Equations, typically governing tsunami, floods and river flows with shock-capturing upwind
scheme together with breaking algorithm for hydraulic jumps, e.g., in rivers, and tsunami bores
during inundation, and Manning’s formula for bed frictions. To account for the shallowness of
water depth and ensure enough spatial resolution in near-shore regions, a nested grid
configuration is implemented. It uses a relatively large grid spacing to efficiently simulate the
propagation of tsunami in the deep ocean and uses cascadingly refined grid spacings
in coastal regions where high spatial resolutions are needed. This approach balances
computational efficiency and numerical accuracy (Wang 2008; Wang and Power 2011).
In this study, a two-stage approach was used to simulate tsunami inundation process with the
presence of background flows in Heathcote, Avon, Waimakariri and Kaiapoi Rivers. The first
stage focuses on the simulation of river flows. Using observed river discharge data as input,
river flows are continuously simulated with COMCOT at Mean High Water Spring (MHWS)
until a steady state is reached. The modelled steady state flow field is then saved as snapshots
of water level and velocity components. In the second stage, tsunami are simulated
for all selected source scenarios, including tsunami generation, transoceanic propagation,
coastal run-up and inundation at MHWS. During a tsunami simulation, the saved snapshot
data of steady state river flow will be loaded into the simulation just before the tsunami enters
the area of high-resolution runup and inundation calculation, and COMCOT will continue to
calculate river flows, tsunami propagation, runup and inundation as well as the interaction
between river flow and tsunami till the end of a modelled duration, typically 30 hours for a
distant source tsunami.

2.2

DEM Development and Model Setup

In this study, five levels of Digital Elevation Model (DEM, a combination of topography and
bathymetry) grids at different spatial resolutions were used to simulate tsunami generation,
propagation and coastal flooding across different regimes as well as river flows of Heathcote,
Avon, Waimakariri and Kaiapoi Rivers in Christchurch.

GNS Science Consultancy Report 2018/198
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The data for the first level grids, grid layer 01, came from the NGDC ETOPO2 6 topographic
and bathymetric database, which covers the whole Pacific to simulate tsunami generations
and propagations from distant sources, modelled at a spatial resolution of 2 arc-minutes
(~1.8 km on the Equator, Figure 2.1). The second level grids, grid layer 02, was derived from
LINZ Charts, the Seabed Mapping CMAP and GEBCO 08 7 datasets, which covers central
New Zealand and its offshore regions at 30 arc-seconds (~640–740 m in New Zealand,
Figure 2.2). The third and fourth level grids, i.e., grid layers 03 and 04, derived from the same
sources as the second level grids, covers the entire Canterbury coast, at a spatial resolution
of 6.0 arc-seconds (~130 m, Figure 2.3), and Christchurch and Banks Peninsula areas at a
spatial resolution of 1.5 arc-seconds (~30 m, Figure 2.4), respectively.

Figure 2.1

Nested grid setup for tsunami generation and propagation modelling. The outer grid layer 01 spans
the whole Pacific for tsunami from distant sources. See Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 for
closer detail of grid layers 02, 03 and 04. Elevation above sea level is colour-coded in metres.

6

National Geophysical Data Center: https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov; “ETOPO is as topography/bathymetry dataset
which is available in resolutions up to 1 arc-minute.” ETOPO2 has 2 arc-minute resolution:
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/etopo2.html
7 https://www.gebco.net/: “GEBCO’s gridded bathymetric data sets are global terrain models for ocean and land,
and includes the GEBCO 2014 Grid, a global 30 arc-second interval grid.” CMAP: digitisation of marine charts
created by Seabed Mapping International Ltd, Port Nelson, New Zealand.
6
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Figure 2.2

Nested grid setup for tsunami generation and propagation modelling. This figure shows the nested
grid layers 02 (full extent of the map), which focuses on the southern North Island and most of the
South Island and offshore regions at increasing levels of detail. The red boxes outline the coverages
of grid layers 03 and 04. Elevation above sea level is colour-coded in metres.

Figure 2.3

Nested grid setup for tsunami propagation modelling. This figure shows nested grid layers 03
(full extent of the map) and 04 (red box), which focus on the entire Canterbury coast as well as
Christchurch and Banks Peninsula areas at increasing levels of detail. Elevation above sea level is
colour-coded in metres.

GNS Science Consultancy Report 2018/198
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Figure 2.4

Digital elevation model used for tsunami propagation in Christchurch area. This figure shows nested
grid layers 04 (full extent of the map) and 05 (red box), which focus on Christchurch and
Banks Peninsula areas at increasing levels of detail. Elevation above sea level is colour-coded in
metres.

The fifth level grid, grid layer 05, covers Christchurch coast from Purau to Pines/Kairaki Beach
(Figure 2.5) for high-resolution numerical simulations of river flows, tsunami coastal run-up and
inundation, and tsunami-river flow interaction.

8
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Figure 2.5

The coverage of the fifth level grids, grid layer 05, for the numerical simulations of river flows and
tsunami inundation at the highest spatial resolution. Elevation in terms of Lyttelton 1937 datum is
colour-coded in metres.

The DEM for this grid layer was developed using the best available topographical and
bathymetric datasets, which were re-sampled to be at 5-m grid spacing. The topographic data
included three 1 m LiDAR datasets (2008, 2014 and 2015–2016) covering Christchurch and
Lyttelton Harbour areas, and the LINZ NZ 8 m DEM (2012) for the areas without LiDAR
coverage with the stop bank and river bed information interpreted from the LiDAR data. The
bathymetric data consisted of sounding data, depth contours, and Avon-Heathcote and
Waimakariri-Kaiapoi river estuary data from ECan. Both topographical and bathymetric
datasets were merged together and were re-sampled to create the DEM grids at 5-m grid
spacing, using Lyttelton Vertical Datum 1937 (Lyttelton Datum 1937) as a reference level.
Bridges over Heathcote, Avon, Waimakariri and Kaiapoi Rivers were removed from the
5-m DEM grids to allow tsunami travelling further upstream along the river channels.
The resampling process also effectively removed most of the seawalls in the original
1-m LiDAR datasets, especially the seawall along Sumner coast. The rock base of the seawall
in Sumner and the stop banks along the rivers are still well resolved in the 5-m DEM.
This DEM data was used to generate numerical grids for grid layer 05 (Figure 2.5) in COMCOT
to simulate both river flow and tsunami inundation at MHWS, 1.2 m above the reference level
of Lyttelton Datum 1937, with a staggered grid spacing of 10 m for velocity components and
water levels, respectively, giving internal accuracy between 5 m and 10 m. The ground surface
and seafloor displacement in an earthquake event is calculated using the elastic theory
documented in Okada (1985). Manning’s roughness formula was used to model friction effects
on river flows and tsunami with roughness values consistent with those for tsunami evacuation
zone modelling in Greater Wellington Region (Mueller et al. 2017). A summary of simulation
parameters can be found in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1

Parameters for tsunami propagation and inundation simulations. Note that COMCOT uses staggered
grid stencils for water surface elevation and velocity components, leading to an internal grid spacing
half of the input grid size between its water surface elevation and velocity calculations.

Layer

∆x
(arc-min)

∆y
(arc-min)

∆t
(sec)

Roughness

Wet/Dry Threshold

01

2.0

0.84524–2.00000

3.21865463

Disabled

Wall at coast

02

0.5

0.33476–0.38287

1.60932732

Disabled

Wall at coast

03

0.1

0.07026–0.07476

0.53644246

Disabled

Wall at coast

04

0.025

0.01795–0.01828

0.53644246

Disabled

Wall at coast

0.00603–0.00606

0.26822123

n = 0.015

0.00833

05

(~10 m)

2.3

10-5 m for calculation
10-4 m for output

River Discharge and Flow Modelling

Heathcote, Avon, Styx, Waimakariri and Kaiapoi Rivers are the major rivers whose flow could
potentially influence the estimate of tsunami inundation. For Heathcote, Avon, Waimakariri and
Kaiapoi Rivers, tsunami inundation were simulated with the presence of modelled background
river flows. Styx River has no suitable observation data available and its river channel is poorly
constrained in the topographic data, especially in the downstream. Considering that it largely
runs parallel with the coastal stretch within potentially inundated areas and its river flow may
not significantly affect the inundation estimate, the flow in Styx River was not modelled in this
study. However, bridges across Styx River were still carefully removed from the DEM to allow
tsunami travelling further upstream along the river channel.
As river flow varies seasonally and yearly in the Christchurch area, in this study the
50th percentile river discharge data, representing median discharge within the observed period,
was adopted to model river flows in Heathcote, Avon, Waimakariri and Kaiapoi Rivers
at MHWS (Table 2.1).
Table 2.2

50th percentile river discharge data and flow release location for river flow modelling.

River

Observation
Location

Flow Release
Lon.

Lat.

Value
(m3/s)

Source
Size (m)

Waimakariri

Old Highway Bridge

172.5612

-43.4350

85.6

440.0

Kaiapoi

Estimate*

172.6359

-43.3734

2.0*

20.0

Avon

Gloucester Street

172.6310

-43.5347

1.7

20.0

Heathcote

Buxton Terrace

172.6427

-43.5703

0.8

60.0

*Note: 2.0 m3/s is an estimate on the 50th percentile discharge at the flow discharge release location for
Kaiapoi River due to lack of observation data. Source size refers to the length of the line element that is
used to generate the river flow running perpendicular to the river axis at the flow release location.

The 50th percentile discharge data of Heathcote, Avon and Waimakariri rivers was derived from
the time weighted stream duration data/curves over a few tens of years of observation period.
Figure 2.6 shows an example of the time weighted stream discharge duration curve of
Waimakariri River at the Old Highway Bridge station (OHB) with the observation period
between 01/01/1967 and 01/05/2018, provided by ECan.

10
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Figure 2.6

Time weighted stream discharge duration curve of Waimakariri River at the Old Highway Bridge
station (Source credit: ECan).

In the river flow simulation, flow discharge locations, as shown by the black dots in Figure 2.7,
were moved as far upstream as possible from the observation stations so that steady-state
river flows could be established within potential tsunami inundation extent.
For Kaiapoi River, discharge observation data is available only for its two contributories
– the Cam River and Cust Main Drain. In our simulation, the discharge location for Kaiapoi
River is between where Cam River and Cust Main Drain merge to Kaiapoi River. Hudson et al.
(2011) reports Kaiapoi mean flow as 3 m3/s at a location below the confluence with the
Cam River. The river discharge distribution data gives 50th percentile discharge at 1.335 m3/s
for the Cam River. It is uncertain how much the difference would be between the mean
value and 50th percentile (median) value at the observation location of Hudson (2011).
Considering these, we chose 2.0 m3/s as a rough estimate of the 50th percentile value at the
flow discharge location for Kaiapoi River, also keeping it consistent with the value used by
Lane et al. (2017). Our flow was released a bit further upstream from the location used in
the study of Lane et al. (2017) to avoid the area that could be inundated by a tsunami.
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Figure 2.7

Illustration of river discharge observation stations (waterfall symbol ) and flow release locations
for river flow modelling (black dots). Black lines show the shorelines at local Mean Sea Level
(Lyttelton Datum 1937) and red lines indicate the projected shorelines at MHWS. Due to quality of
DEM data there are some areas that produce potentially artificial tidal areas in the model.
For example, the area to the north of the Waimakariri River mouth at Pines/Kairaki Beach and the
areas of land adjacent to the Avon River (Horseshoe Lake and Bexley) are not tidal (see arrows).
Red crosses offshore Lyttelton Port, Sumner and Waimakariri River mouth illustrate where modelled
time history data will be recorded in tsunami simulations for all the source scenarios.

In the river flow simulation, for each river, water was continuously fed into river channel at the
flow release location at the rate of 50th percentile discharge through a ‘rainfall’-type source in
COMCOT model, which allows tsunami to freely passes through the source area. River flows
were continuously simulated at MHWS until a steady state was reached at about 20 hours after
the flow release. The modelled steady state flow field, i.e. instantaneous snapshots of
modelled water depth and velocity components, were then saved for subsequent tsunami
simulations.

12
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Figure 2.8 shows the spatial distribution of modelled water depth in the rivers, estuaries and
offshore when river flows reach their steady state under ambient sea condition of MHWS.

Figure 2.8

Spatial distribution of modelled water depth at MHWS for Kaiapoi River, Waimakariri River,
Avon River, Heathcote River and their estuaries. Note that in the figure the modelled water depth is
truncated at 8.0 meters. Black lines show the shoreline at MSL and yellow lines illustrate the projected
shorelines at MHWS. Due to quality of DEM data there are some areas that produce potentially
artificial tidal areas in the model. For example, the area to the north of the Waimakariri River mouth
at Pines/Kairaki Beach, and the areas of land adjacent to the Avon River (Horseshoe Lake and
Bexley) are not tidal (see arrows). Red crosses indicate the locations offshore Waimakariri River and
Sumner where time history data of water surface will be recorded.

Figure 2.9 shows some results of modelled maximum velocities of a tsunami with background
river flows in Waimakariri River, Avon-Heathcote river estuary and Sumner from a randomly
selected South American source (code name PE_mw93_22 in New Zealand pre-calculated
Tsunami Scenario Database). It should be noted that around Waimakariri River Park the
intruding tsunami reverses river flow in the model.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)
Figure 2.9

Modelled maximum velocity of a tsunami from a South America source (PE_mw93_22). The colour
bar shows colour-code river flow/tsunami velocity saturated at 5.0 m/s and arrows indicate flow
direction when velocity reaches its maximum. a) modelled maximum flow velocity around Waimakariri
River Park where the intruding tsunami reverses river flow, b) modelled maximum velocity in
Waimakariri River mouth, c) modelled maximum velocity in Avon-Heathcote Estuary, d) modelled
maximum velocity in Sumner.
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3.0

SOURCE SIMULATION AND SELECTION METHODOLOGY

In the following section, we will discuss our approach to selecting and modelling tsunami
sources relevant to the tasks requested for this study. We present simulation results from
source ensembles to keep the length of the report reasonable. As an ‘ensemble’, we define a
set of tsunami simulations that belong to a given category such as ‘all local crustal source
scenarios’ or ‘all scenarios from the same source, but with different distributions of slip across
the source surface’.

3.1

‘Worst Case’ Scenarios

3.1.1

Local Crustal Fault Sources for the Canterbury Coast Region

Information for local crustal sources was taken from an updated, but currently unpublished
version of the national active fault database (Nicola Litchfield, pers. comm.). This version of
the database contains new information about recurrence and updated magnitudes as well as
source mechanisms after the Kaikōura earthquake. For our investigation of potential
‘worst case’ scenarios stemming from these sources we selected sources with a focal
mechanism other than strike-slip, recurrence intervals of less than 63,000 years (to include the
majority of cases in the database) and Moment magnitudes greater than or equal to 6.5 Mw
(sources with smaller magnitudes are assumed to not create tsunami waves) and were fully or
partially offshore (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1

16

Local crustal faults selected to assess their contribution to potential ‘worst case’ scenarios:
Yellow sources selected and run to coast with magnitudes ≥6.5 Mw and return periods < 63000 years.
All faults here have an offshore component or are completely off shore. Excluded were sources with
a strike-slip mechanism.
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We ran all of the source scenarios to the coast to assess if any of them would cause wave
heights that would fall into a ‘worst case’ scenario or a 3 m or 5 m category for the Christchurch
forecasting zone. In order to illustrate that none of these sources generates a tsunami in those
categories, we have plotted the ensemble maximum of maximum scenario wave heights in
Figure 3.2. None of these scenarios produce offshore wave heights larger or equal to 3 m in
the Christchurch forecast zone.

Figure 3.2

Ensemble maximum of scenario maximum wave heights fields for layer number 03. In the
Christchurch forecast zone none of these sources scenarios cause coast wave height of three or
more meters. The colour bar is chosen to span 0–10 m for reasons of comparability with some of the
later figures in this report.

We concluded that none of these scenarios need to be considered for any of the requested
inundation modelling.
3.1.2

Hikurangi Subduction Zone Interface Sources

The Hikurangi subduction zone has been identified as one of the most important tsunami
sources for New Zealand (Power et al. 2008, 2013), including the possibility of whole-margin
ruptures of up to approximately Mw 9.0 (50 GPa). Recent paleo-tsunami and paleo-earthquake
studies have also emphasised the importance of this source (Clark et al. 2015). In previous
studies (e.g. Mueller et al. 2014, 2015) the Hikurangi subduction zone has been identified as
the credible ‘worst case’ tsunami source for the greater Wellington region. For these reasons
it is also considered in this report as a potential candidate for a ‘worst case’ scenario impacting
Christchurch.
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The 2016 Kaikōura earthquake and tsunami has raised new questions around potential rupture
of the Hikurangi subduction plate interface in the North East of the New Zealand South Island
(e.g. Wang et al. 2018; Gusman et al. 2018). Considering this possibility, we have added a
new variant of the Hikurangi source model to the previously used set. The new model can
create Hikurangi tsunami sources with slip in the shallowest and southernmost parts of the
interface model, which represents potential rupture of the plate interface as discussed in the
recent publications. These new shallow sources will have a larger potential to generate a
‘worst case’ scenario for Christchurch. Including this new set, we discuss a total of three
variants of Hikurangi sources sets in this report:
•

Model A – Hikurangi subduction zone sources with slip predominantly in the deeper
southern Hikurangi subduction interface

•

Model B – Hikurangi subduction zone sources with slip predominantly in the shallower
subduction interface

•

Model C – Hikurangi subduction zone sources with shallow rupture as far south as
Kaikōura

No model assumes rupture south of Kaikōura as there is no evidence for the subduction zone
existing in this area (Laura Wallace, pers. comm.).
We will now discuss technical details of our source modelling process by first describing the
overall Hikurangi plate interface geometry that was used, discussing our consideration of slip
rate deficit on the plate interface by use of a weighting function and finally the method used to
generate non-uniform distribution of slip in our models.
3.1.2.1 Geometry
Williams et al. (2013), present a description of the Hikurangi subduction interface model,
making use of datasets that have become available since the original AB1996 model was
developed (Ansell and Bannister 1996). They provide a parametric surface representation, so
that the depth and the surface normal at any selected point to the interface can be determined.
The data that were interpreted and then used to define the interface geometry include:
earthquake hypocenter locations and tomographic inversion results, active-source seismicreflection and refraction results and the bathymetric expression of the trench. The geometry of
the interface is shown in Figure 3.3 expressed as a set of depth contours.
We have used this surface geometry to define sources representing the Mw 9.0 (50 GPa)
events modelled in this study as candidates for potential ‘worst cases’ from Hikurangi.

18
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Figure 3.3

Revised Hikurangi subduction zone interface model after Williams et al. (2013). The model is
represented as a depth contour plot in this figure. Each contour is labelled with its depth value (km).
The red outline describes the validity region of the model. The model was used to generate
subduction zone sources for this study.

3.1.2.2 Slip Weighting Function
Wallace et al. (2012) report a strong potential for the southern part of the Hikurangi subduction
interface to be locked (see Figure 3.4). This suggests that there is an increased chance for slip
to establish predominantly in areas where the slip-rate deficit is at a maximum (red areas of
Figure 3.4).
We have incorporated this effect of predominant accumulation of slip into our source setup by
applying a slip weighting function along the extent of the Hikurangi interface from north to
south, which approximately mimics the distribution of slip rate deficit (for an example of the
weighting function please refer to Figure 3.6d).
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Figure 3.4

Subduction interface slip rate deficit for the Hikurangi subduction interface (from Wallace et al. 2012).

We have calculated scenarios of stochastic non-uniform slip with this weighting scheme.
It was shown in a previous study that the extent of inundation in Wellington coastal areas is
larger for scenarios that take this weighting into account. In the current study we have chosen
the set of scenarios with slip weighting applied as the basis for study to take the most
conservative approach. The assumption that this choice of weighting will also create
‘worst cases’ in Christchurch is based on an investigation of scenarios that have previously
been run for other studies, e.g. Mueller et al. (2015, 2017); Mueller and Power (2014).
3.1.2.3 Non-Uniform Slip Model Creation
The methodology we used to simulate slip distribution on the rupture interface follows that
described by Geist (2002), which in turn is based on the method suggested by Herrero and
Bernard (1994). In scaling the slip to a magnitude of Mw 9.0 a rigidity of 50 GPa has been
assumed, consistent with Power (2013) and Mueller et al. (2014). Rigidity is an uncertain
parameter and typical estimates used for tsunami modelling range from 30–50 GPa; if instead
a rigidity of 35 GPa were to be assumed, the magnitude of the earthquake would be Mw 8.9.
Slip distributions are first calculated on a rectangular grid, and then this grid is projected onto
the fault surface. We are restricted to using rectangular patches in our projection onto the
subduction surface due to current limitations in the algorithm that calculates the surface
deformation resulting from this slip distribution.

20
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a)

b)
Figure 3.5

Methods to create non-uniform slip models. a) ‘Subfault tracing’ method to create a non-uniform slip
subduction interface source model. This approach was used to generate model ensembles A and B.
b) ‘Subfault projection’ method to create a non-uniform slip subduction interface source model.
This approach was used to generate model ensemble C.

We have employed two different methods to distribute non-uniform slip onto the Hikurangi plate
interface model. The first has been used for previous studies such as the evacuation zoning
for Wellington and Kāpiti Coast as well as a ‘worst case’ scenario study for ECan and the
Chatham Islands (Mueller et al. 2015, 2017; Mueller and Power 2014). This approach was
used to generate Model (ensembles) A (Hikurangi subduction zone sources with slip
predominantly in the deeper southern Hikurangi subduction interface) and Model
(ensembles) B (Hikurangi subduction zone sources with slip predominantly in the shallower
subduction interface):
First a non-uniform slip distribution is created on a regular grid with dimensions
(length [x-direction] and width [y-direction]) controlled by a scaling relationship suggested by
Abe (1979) (slip distribution template, Figure 3.5). This grid is interpreted as a collection of
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subfaults with cell dimensions dx and dy (dx=dy). The cell dimensions are set to be the
shallowest depth of the resulting source. The subfaults are projected onto the subduction zone
interface as follows: We chose a position on the interface given by the earthquake epicentre
and map the first row from our grid (x-direction) onto the corresponding depth contour
(up and down the strike direction of the interface from the hypocentre). From each subfault on
the depth contour the subfaults in y-direction are traced downdip and consequently all
subfaults mapped onto the interface model. To obtain a fully connected set of subfaults the
cell dimension in y-direction is adjusted. Figure 3.5 a) and b) show an examples of source
models generated with this process. This approach has the advantage of resulting in a final
source with subfaults of almost equal size independent of depth. This method cannot reliably
create shallow sources in the south of the interface model as shallow depth contours stop
further north on the interface. We refer to this approach as ‘subfault tracing’ (Figure 3.5 a).
To generate Model (ensembles) C (Hikurangi subduction zone sources with shallow rupture
as far south as Kaikōura) we used the following approach: A rectangular finite fault source
template is assumed, which has a strike approximately parallel to and a dip like the subduction
interface model. Its epicentre location is collocated with the event to be modelled and its
seismic moment is set as requested for the source to be simulated. In this approach we project
subfaults vertically directly onto the interface model. Where the interface is not defined no
subfaults will be added to the final source. The approach uses the same scaling relationship
as the first one but scales the final model to the correct moment by increasing slip overall
appropriately. With this scaling we compensate for subfaults that could not be projected onto
the interface from the original source template (see Figure 3.5 b). This approach can create
shallow (close to the trench) non-uniform slip sources on the interface model but is not suited
for sources that cover steeply dipping parts of the interface model. When generating
‘worst case’ tsunami scenario sources for subduction zones it is important to consider shallow
rupture in particular, as such sources are typically more tsunamigenic. We refer to this
approach as ‘subfault projection’ (Figure 3.5 b).
Altogether we have considered a total of 30 source models to assess ‘worst cases’ from
Hikurangi. Two sets of 10 non-uniform slip sources were created following the first approach
described above (‘subfault tracing’). The first of these two sets had slip predominantly in the
south and deeper parts of the interface rupturing as far south as Kaikōura (Model A).
The second of these sets also had slip predominantly in the south but distributed towards
shallower parts of the interface (Model B). To be able to assess sources with shallow rupture
as far south as Kaikōura, a third set of 10 non-uniform slip sources was created using the
‘subfault projection’ (Model C).
Figure 3.6 gives some examples of resulting non-uniform slip source models. All sources have
a slip weighting scheme applied to force slip to be realised predominantly in the southern parts
of the interface model (Figure 3.6, d) and are scaled to a conservative magnitude of Mw 9.0
assuming 50 GPa interface rigidity (Mw 8.9 assuming 35 GPa interface rigidity).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.6

3.1.3

Non-uniform slip models. a) Non-uniform slip model generated by mapping subfaults from a regular
grid onto the subduction interface model by tracing elements down dip from an initial depth contour
(Model A, ‘subfault tracing’). b) as in a), but with slip assigned more towards the shallow parts of the
interface model and not rupturing as far south as a) (Model B, ‘subfault tracing’). c) Non-uniform slip
model generated by mapping subfaults directly onto the interface model from a rectangular finite fault
template model with approximated strike and dip (Model C, ‘subfault projection’). d) as in c), but as
‘uniform slip’ example demonstrating the slip weighting function that forces slip to be generated
predominantly in the south of the model. This has also been applied for models shown in a) and b).

Distant and Regional ‘Worst Case’ Sources

From the New Zealand Tsunami Threat Level database 8, we identified the source regions
around the Pacific that produced the largest offshore wave heights in Christchurch. The threatlevel database includes scenarios up to Mw 9.3 (assuming 50 GPa rigidity or, equivalently,
Mw 9.2 assuming 35 GPa rigidity) and was searched to find which of these produced the largest
coastal tsunami heights for the Christchurch forecasting zone (Zone 29 in the New Zealand
Tsunami Threat Level database, Figure 3.7). From this set of source regions we further
selected those where an earthquake of this magnitude was considered plausible, for example
it was not considered plausible to have an Mw 9.0 earthquake on the Hjort Trench.
8

The database is a collection of tsunami scenarios with their wave heights forecasts for a set of zones around the
New Zealand coast (Figure 3.7). It is used by the New Zealand Tsunami Experts Panel and GeoNet Duty
Officers for initial tsunami response. Here we are using an unpublished, updated version form the one
documented in Power and Gale (2011).
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Figure 3.7

Tsunami forecasting zones near Christchurch.

Nomenclature for these scenarios is following the naming convention in the New Zealand
Tsunami Threat Level database. As an example, ‘PE_mw93_4_3’ refers to a scenario in the
East Pacific region (PE) with magnitude Mw 9.3 (93) and source location 4 (4) in the set of
sources for that region of the database. The additional digit ‘3’ refers to the target wave height
in the forecasting zone (3 m). Please note that magnitudes given in the scenario names are
referring to a rigidity of 50 GPa. We have used 35 GPa for most of the discussion in the report
and have adjusted moment magnitude values accordingly in the text, tables and figures.

Figure 3.8

Source locations, magnitudes and ID_codes for distant and regional ‘Worst Case’ scenario
candidates.

From this analysis a set of three plausible candidates for distant and regional ‘worst case’
scenarios were identified (Table 3.1, Figure 3.8). The choice of magnitudes for these source
regions considered published information and tsunami studies of the largest historical
earthquakes and tsunami. The maximum magnitude for the Kermadec source was based on
Mmax_max in Table A 3.1 in Power (2013; note that this reference assumes a rigidity of
50 GPa throughout). We also considered it plausible (but conservative) for there to be a
24
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Central American earthquake of similar magnitude, and so the same magnitude was assigned
to that source. The maximum magnitude for the southern Peru source was based on
consideration of tsunami inversions of the largest historical earthquakes (e.g. Fujii and Satake
2013; Johnson et al. 1996). We note here that the seismic magnitude of the great 1960 Chile
earthquake ~9.5–9.6 is considerably larger than that estimated from tsunami inversion ~9.2.
Also considered were the 2500 year (84% confidence) deaggregation results published in
Power (2013) for the Christchurch region, though it should be noted that that analysis uses an
‘effective magnitude’ approach to approximate the effects of non-uniform slip – an effect that
is considered explicitly here by modelling multiple non-uniform slip scenarios – so the analysis
is not entirely consistent and a slightly lower magnitude was used.
Table 3.1

Parameters for distant and regional ‘Worst Case’ scenario candidates.

ID_Code

Mw 35

Mw 50

Number of Realisations

PE_mw93_4

9.30

9.40

10

KT_mw93_1

9.30

9.40

10

PE_mw945_17

9.35

9.45

10

We have selected and designed tsunami sources for this category following the process
described above (Table 3.1). To consider potential effects by slip establishing non-uniformly
we also considered examples with non-uniform slip. Technically these are created by
combining a set of NOAA 9 unit sources with appropriate slip (uniform or non-uniform)
assigned to result in a requested moment magnitude. Figure 3.9 shows an example of a set of
unit sources used for scenario PE_mw945_17 (a) depth assigned to each unit source,
b) non-uniform slip example.

Figure 3.9

9

Example of a set of unit sources used for scenario PE_mw945_17 (a) depth assigned to each unit
source, b) non-uniform slip example.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration: American scientific agency within the United States
Department of Commerce that focuses on the conditions of the oceans, major waterways, and the atmosphere
(Wikipedia).
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3.2

3-m and 5-m Scenario Source Identification and Scaling Methodology

The approach taken in this study to determine scenarios that generate 3-m and 5-m tsunami
wave heights at coast is following the methodology to develop the Orange Evacuation zone in
line with the ‘director’s guidelines’ (MCDEM 2016):
The overall methodology for developing the Orange Zone is to model a range of scenarios that
meet, or slightly exceed, the maximum criteria for the corresponding threat-level (1–3 m
or 3–5 m), and then to outline the area that is inundated in one or more of these scenarios.
The set of scenarios should be as broad as practicable, and an allowance is made for the fact
that all possible scenarios cannot be modelled. An outline of the scheme used (as an example
for the 5-m threat level) is shown in Figure 3.10 and individual steps are explained in greater
detail below.

Figure 3.10

3.2.1

Outline of scheme for Orange Zone calculation. The scheme shown here is for developing a zone
capable of encompassing a 5-m tsunami. MSL = Mean Sea Level, MHWS = Mean High Water
Springs (‘high tide’).

‘Identify Potential Source Regions’ and ‘Define Source Models’

These steps were performed using data that has been collected for preparing tsunami
threat-level forecasts. Regions of the Pacific where earthquakes of plausible magnitudes result
in 5 m (or 3 m) tsunami in the Christchurch forecast zone (Zone 29 in the New Zealand
Tsunami Threat Level database) were identified and estimates of the magnitudes required to
do this were tabulated (Section 3.2.5).
The threat-level database for distant tsunami sources includes scenario earthquakes of Mw 8.7,
9.0, 9.3, and for regional sources earthquakes of Mw 8.1, 8.4, 8.7, 9.0, 9.3. Interpolation and
extrapolation, based on Abe (1979), was used to identify earthquake magnitudes that would
produce tsunami of the required (3 m or 5 m) height at the coast. Some scenarios exceeded
the maximum plausible magnitude for the source location but were used anyway to provide a
broad coverage of tsunami sources that approach Christchurch from different directions.
We note that the threat-level database does not include local (to New Zealand) sources such
as the Hikurangi subduction zone.
3.2.2

‘Run Tsunami Models at MSL and Wall Boundary’

Initially scenario sources based on the sources in Table 3.2 were modelled as if they occurred
at a tidal level of Mean Sea Level, and assuming a solid-wall boundary at the coastline.
The reason for this is to reproduce the approximations under which tsunami-threat level
forecasts are typically made.
3.2.3

‘Revise Source Models’

Analysis of the results from the previous step identified that in several cases the modelled
tsunami heights in Christchurch differed significantly from the intended height of 5 m (or 3 m).
The primary reason for this is thought to be that the Abe (1979) scaling rule may cease to hold
well for very large earthquakes.
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To correct for this issue, the source models were revised according to the scheme shown in
Figure 3.11. The first step here is to estimate the maximum tsunami height in the models
developed in the previous step. This was assessed by analysis of maximum tsunami-height
data; the maximum height was taken to be that exceeded over at least ~1% of the Christchurch
coastline.
Subsequently a re-scaling of the seismic slip in the earthquake source model was made,
with the intention of achieving a better agreement with the targeted tsunami height.
In our analysis, it is only possible to develop a finite set of scenarios, but in reality there are
many variations on the possible set of earthquakes that could cause a 5 m (or 3 m) tsunami.
Examination of modelling results suggests there are many similarities in the patterns of
tsunami heights that are consistent between different scenarios, but there are also differences
in detail. To make allowance for the variations in scenarios beyond those included in this study,
we included an extra 20% ‘safety factor’ (k = 1.2 in Figure 3.11. In practice this means that,
in order to develop an evacuation zone for 5-m tsunami, we use a set of scenario models
that aim to produce 5 x 1.2 = 6 m tsunami .

Figure 3.11

3.2.4

Expanded schematic, illustrating the process indicated by ‘Revise source models’.

‘Run Tsunami Models at MHWS with Inundation’

After revising the source models according to the previous step, the new tsunami source
models were used as inputs to tsunami inundation models for Christchurch. These models
were run assuming a high tide at MHWS.
The results of these model runs were then collated and processed. The outline of the areas
inundated in at least one of the scenarios is taken to be the minimum boundary of the
Orange Zone.
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3.2.5

Scenarios with 3-m Target Wave Height

Please refer to Table 3.2 (and Figure 3.12 for the list of sources and parameters that cause a
coastal wave height of ~3 m in the Christchurch forecast zone (Zone 29 in the New Zealand
Tsunami Threat Level database). We initially selected sources to cause a ‘maximum’ wave
height (here the 99th percentile of all wave heights in Zone 29) ranging between 2.5–4 m.
This initial Information was taken from the current threat level database. Before inundation
simulation an initial scaling was applied to achieve a 3-m wave height locally as described
above (at mean sea level).

Figure 3.12

28

Source locations, magnitudes (as per forecasting database) and ID_codes for the scenarios with 3-m
target wave height in the Christchurch forecasting zone (Zone 29 in the New Zealand Tsunami
Threat Level database).
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Table 3.2

Parameters for scenarios with 3-m target wave heights in the Christchurch forecasting zone
(Zone 29 in the New Zealand Tsunami Threat Level database).

ID_Code

Original
Mw
Mw Scenario Magnitude
99th Perc. Scaling Modified
Slip of
Inundation
(50/35 GPa)
Wall
Height (m) Factor Slip (m)
Scenario
(50/35 GPa)

PE_mw90_21_3m

15.49

9.0/8.9

9.05

9.11/9.01

2.93

1.23

19.06

PW_mw93_21_3m

25.51

9.3/9.2

9.34

9.51/9.41

1.99

1.81

46.16

PE_mw90_1_3m

14.94

9.0/8.9

9.04

9.11/9.01

2.79

1.29

19.27

KT_mw93_4_3m

24.82

9.3/9.2

9.33

9.35/9.25

3.34

1.08

26.77

PW_mw93_16_3m

24.39

9.3/9.2

9.33

9.43/9.33

2.56

1.41

34.28

PW_mw93_24_3m

24.16

9.3/9.2

9.32

9.44/9.34

2.43

1.48

35.80

PW_mw93_11_3m

23.13

9.3/9.2

9.31

9.40/9.30

2.65

1.36

31.48

PT_mw90_1_3m

13.35

9.0/8.9

9.01

9.10/9.00

2.63

1.37

18.28

PE_mw93_25_3m

21.77

9.3/9.2

9.29

9.33/9.23

3.16

1.14

24.81

KT_mw93_7_3m

21.47

9.3/9.2

9.29

9.27/9.17

3.81

0.94

20.27

PE_mw90_17_3m

12.53

9.0/8.9

8.99

9.08/8.98

2.59

1.39

17.45

NH_mw93_9_3m

20.54

9.3/9.2

9.28

9.34/9.24

2.87

1.25

25.77

PE_mw93_29_3m

51.11

9.3/9.2

9.28

9.37/9.27

2.57

1.40

71.54

KT_mw90_1_3m

12.20

9.0/8.9

8.98

9.06/8.96

2.76

1.30

15.89

PE_mw93_13_3m

19.89

9.3/9.2

9.27

9.35/9.25

2.73

1.32

26.20

PE_mw93_8_3m

18.72

9.3/9.2

9.25

9.29/9.19

3.19

1.13

21.11

HT_mw90_1_3m

11.96

9.0/8.9

8.92

8.84/8.74

4.70

0.77

9.17
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3.2.6

Scenarios with 5-m Target Wave Height

Please refer to Table 3.3 (and Figure 3.13 for the list of sources and parameters that cause a
coastal wave height of ~5 m in the Christchurch forecast zone (Zone 29 in the New Zealand
Tsunami Threat Level database). We initially selected sources to cause a ‘maximum’ wave
height (here the 99th percentile of all wave heights in Zone 29) of 3 m and above. This initial
Information was taken from the current threat level database. Before inundation simulation an
initial scaling was applied to achieve a 5-m wave height locally as described above (at mean
sea level).

Figure 3.13

30

Source locations, magnitudes (as per forecasting database) and ID_codes for the scenarios with 5-m
target wave height in the Christchurch forecasting zone (Zone 29 in the New Zealand Tsunami
Threat Level database).
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Table 3.3

Parameters for scenarios with 5-m target wave heights in the Christchurch forecasting zone
(Zone 29 in the New Zealand Tsunami Threat Level database).

ID_Code

Original
Mw
Mw Scenario Magnitude
99th Perc. Scaling Modified
Slip of
Inundation
(50/35 GPa)
Wall
Height (m) Factor Slip (m)
Scenario
(50/35 GPa)

KT_mw93_6_5m

31.23

9.3/9.2

9.40

9.47/9.37

4.70

1.28

39.86

PW_mw93_13_5m

31.04

9.3/9.2

9.40

9.59/9.49

3.09

1.94

60.36

PE_mw93_24_5m

28.96

9.3/9.2

9.38

9.44/9.34

4.87

1.23

35.67

HT_mw90_1_5m

19.94

9.0/8.9

9.07

9.02/8.92

7.19

0.83

16.63

KT_mw93_2_5m

27.35

9.3/9.2

9.36

9.42/9.32

4.87

1.23

33.71

PE_mw93_20_5m

27.09

9.3/9.2

9.36

9.42/9.32

4.79

1.25

33.94

KT_mw93_8_5m

52.38

9.3/9.2

9.35

9.39/9.29

5.14

1.17

61.20

PE_mw90_5_5m

15.37

9.0/8.9

9.05

9.12/9.02

4.63

1.30

19.93

PE_mw93_22_5m

25.19

9.3/9.2

9.34

9.43/9.33

4.29

1.40

35.24

PE_mw93_7_5m

23.32

9.3/9.2

9.31

9.39/9.29

4.63

1.30

30.22

PE_mw90_4_5m

13.40

9.0/8.9

9.01

9.11/9.01

4.21

1.43

19.10

PE_mw93_14_5m

22.19

9.3/9.2

9.30

9.38/9.28

4.52

1.33

29.44

PE_mw93_16_5m

20.74

9.3/9.2

9.28

9.34/9.24

4.91

1.22

25.36

PE_mw93_3_5m

18.26

9.3/9.2

9.24

9.35/9.25

4.11

1.46

26.64

NH_mw93_10_5m

44.92

9.3/9.2

9.24

9.28/9.18

5.22

1.15

51.61

PE_mw93_18_5m

17.47

9.3/9.2

9.23

9.29/9.19

4.96

1.21

21.11

PE_mw93_1_5m

27.18

9.3/9.2

9.21

9.30/9.20

4.35

1.38

37.51

KT_mw93_1_5m

26.58

9.3/9.2

9.20

9.24/9.14

5.24

1.15

30.44

PT_mw93_1_5m

25.95

9.3/9.2

9.20

9.29/9.19

4.34

1.38

35.91
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4.0

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we summarise the main findings from this study. We present simulation
results from source ensembles to keep the length of the report reasonable. As an ‘ensemble,
we define a set of tsunami simulations that belong to a given category such as ‘all local crustal
source scenarios’ or ‘all scenarios from the same source, but with different distributions of slip
across the source surface’. We refer to the variable parameters of such a set of sources as
‘ensemble parameters’. As an example, we could be discussing the ensemble maximum of the
maximum wave height for a set of scenarios or the ensemble inundation extent, which is the
union of all inundation distributions for a set of scenarios.
We have categorised the ‘worst case’ source ensembles into three classes (Hikurangi,
Kermadec regional 10 and distant) for an initial discussion and later combine ensemble results
to describe the full potential impact of these sources. Following this we discuss results from
the 3-m and 5-m inundation scenarios and finally compare all cases. Please note that local
crustal fault sources have not been run to inundation as our initial investigation concluded that
these sources will not play a role in the ‘worst case’ scenario category.

4.1

Worst Case Scenarios

We will now present the inundation results and other requested data (wave heights at coast
and tide gauge data at given points of interest 11) starting with the scenarios from Hikurangi
followed by other regional and finally distant ‘worst case’ scenarios considered and as
described in section 3.1. The relatively large number of scenarios are best presented by
looking at ensemble diagrams, which summarise the impact of certain scenario sets.
The digital attachment to this report provides all data for individual scenarios separately.
The effect of river flow has been considered for all scenarios, but we cannot conclude how
significant the river flow influence is as no scenarios have been modelled that do not consider
river flow.
4.1.1

Hikurangi Subduction Interface Sources

Figure 4.1 shows the ensemble maximum of the maximum flow depth observed for the duration
of each scenario. Results are shown for the inner grid (Layer05) of the scenarios for source
Model A (sources with slip predominantly in the deeper southern Hikurangi subduction
interface). Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the same plot for source Model B (sources with slip
predominantly in the shallower Hikurangi subduction interface) and Model C (sources with
shallow rupture as far south as Kaikōura). The colorbar is limited to a maximum of 10 m to
allow direct comparison of the figures presented throughout the report. The number of slip
realisations was 10 for each of Model A, B and C. Commonly we observe that in Lyttelton
Harbour, Head of The Bay and Teddington show higher flow depths than the Christchurch
coastal flats. However, due to its topography Christchurch experiences larger inundation extent
compared to Teddington. It is apparent that the scenarios with sources from the Model C set
cause the largest inundation extent and also the highest flow depths in most places, with up to
7 m in the Teddington and Allandale areas.
In Figure 4.4 we present example scenario flow depths plot for three of the main contributing
scenarios (some of the largest extending inundation out of all 30 scenarios from Models A, B
10

It should be noted that scenarios originating further north on the Kermadec Subduction Zones, other than the
ones considered here, are ‘distant’ for Christchurch, if they have greater than three hours travel time.
11 Offshore Waimakariri River, offshore Sumner and offshore Lyttelton port.
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and C). The figure also presents maximum flow velocities for these example scenarios.
We find that the scenario that causes the largest inundation extent out of all the Hikurangi
scenarios is ‘Hikurangi_new_0_1’. This scenario is from the Model C set, which was designed
to generate slip in the most shallow and southern part of the subduction zone interface.
‘Hikurangi_new_0_1’ is characterised by several features presenting simultaneously,
which makes it stand out from the others in the set: It has rupture occurring closest to
Christchurch, rupture occurring shallower than most of the other sources, has a comparatively
large slip area and also has high local slip with a maximum of > 40 m (see Figure 3.6c).
Figure 4.5 gives the ensemble maximum flow depth for the full scenario set, which we will use
later to compare against Kermadec (regional) and distant ‘Worst Case’ scenario candidates.
Figure 4.6 presents a summary diagram of all wave heights observed at the remainder of the
Canterbury coast as ensemble coastal wave heights for all 30 scenarios considered here.
Shown are the ensemble minimum, mean and maximum for each ‘wet’ grid point that
neighbours to an onshore point in our grid, thus defining the coastline. The eastern part of
Banks Peninsula receives wave heights with an ensemble maximum of up to ~ 20 m.
The coast of the Canterbury Bight receives ensemble maximum wave heights of up to ~ 16 m
and the northern part of the Canterbury coast line over 30 m north of Kaikōura. The large
exposure of the northern Canterbury coast is not surprising given the location of this source
set with a focus on the southern part of Hikurangi subduction zone and Cook Strait.
A summary of virtual tide gauge data for the Waimakariri River, Sumner and Lyttelton Port
points of interest is given in Figure 4.7. Variability is relatively large with 4 m to 7 m between
the minimum and the maximum of observed wave heights at first arrival and later in the time
series. We observe between 2-m and 4-m variations above the mean wave heights.
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Figure 4.1

34

Ensemble inundation extent (10 non-uniform slip scenarios) represented as ensemble maximum
flow depth for Model A – Hikurangi subduction zone sources with slip predominantly in the deeper
southern Hikurangi subduction interface (onshore; offshore values refer to maximum wave
amplitudes). Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water springs
(1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.2

Ensemble inundation extent (10 non-uniform slip scenarios) represented as ensemble maximum
flow depth for Model B – Hikurangi subduction zone sources with slip predominantly in the
shallower subduction interface (onshore; offshore values refer to maximum wave amplitudes).
Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean
sea level).
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Figure 4.3

36

Ensemble inundation extent (10 non-uniform slip scenarios) represented as ensemble maximum flow
depth for Model C – Hikurangi subduction zone sources with shallow rupture as far south as Kaikōura
(onshore; offshore values refer to maximum wave amplitudes). Simulations assume that the largest
waves arrive at mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.4

Individual scenarios taken from the full set of the 30 Hikurangi scenarios. The three
scenarios shown in a), b) and c) have the largest inundation areas out of the full set. The scenarios
are: Hikurangi_lower_0_1 (from Model A set), Hikurangi_upper_0_3 (from Model B set),
Hikurangi_new_0_1 (from Model C set). Shown is the inundation flow depth onshore and offshore
the maximum wave amplitudes. d), e) and f), same as in the upper row, but for maximum flow velocity.
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Figure 4.5

38

Ensemble inundation extent (30 non-uniform slip scenarios) represented as ensemble maximum flow
depth for all modelled Hikurangi scenarios (A, B and C) (onshore; offshore values refer to maximum
wave amplitudes). Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water springs
(1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.6

Ensemble maximum wave heights at coast for all of Canterbury for all modelled Hikurangi scenarios.
The central plot (ensemble mean) is correctly geolocated. The ensemble maximum (shifted up in the
plot) and the ensemble minimum (shifted down) are given for context. Ambient water level is assumed
to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.7

Ensemble time series at points of interest Waimakariri River, Sumner, Lyttelton Port for all modelled
Hikurangi scenarios. In grey are all time series and black the average time series out of all scenarios.
Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).

Individual scenario results (inundation flow depth, velocity, wave heights at coast and time
series at points of interest) are provided in the electronic supplement to this report. Please see
Section 6.0 for details.
4.1.2

Kermadec (Regional) and Distant Sources

We will now discuss results from the set of scenarios considering other regional and distant
‘worst case’ candidates, please refer to section 3.2 for detail on how these sources were
derived. Again, we use ensemble statistics to present the results. Individual scenario results
can be found in the digital attachment to this report. Scenario sets considered here are
PE_mw93_4 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake off the coast of Central America), KT_mw93_1 (a Mw 9.3
earthquake on the Kermadec subduction zone) and PE_mw945_17 (a Mw 9.45 earthquake off
the coast of South America) with 10 non-uniform slip realisations per set.
Figure 4.8 shows the ensemble maximum of the flow depth for each grid cell of the inner grid
(Layer05) of the scenarios for source PE_mw93_4. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the same
plot for source KT_mw93_1 and PE_mw945_17. Again, we have limited the colour bar to a
maximum of 10 m to allow direct comparison of all scenarios. It is interesting to note that
Lyttelton Harbour and the Head of The Bay with Teddington again reaches the highest flow
depths for any given scenario set. We can speculate here that this is a characteristic feature
of the topography (a ria like system in Lyttelton compared to a flat alluvial plain for the rest of
Christchurch). In this set of ensemble scenarios the PE_mw945_17 set causes the largest
inundation extent and also the highest flow depths in most places, with up to ~ 8 m in the
Teddington and Allandale areas and up to ~ 6 m in large areas of Christchurch (in some areas
close to the coast up to ~ 8 m).
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Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 present a summary of all wave heights observed at the remainder
of the Canterbury coast as ensemble coastal wave heights for the three scenario ensembles
PE_mw93_4, KT_mw93_1 and PE_mw945_17, respectively. Shown are the ensemble
minimum, mean and maximum for each grid point on the coastline. The strongest contributor
here is ensemble set KT_mw93_1, generating the highest waves along the coast of Canterbury
overall. PE_mw945_17 generates less wave heights at coast overall with maximum heights
observed at the coast of Christchurch, Banks Peninsula and the Canterbury Bight. It shows a
very similar pattern across the whole coast as PE_mw93_4.
A summary of virtual tide gauge data for the Waimakariri River, Sumner and Lyttelton Port
points of interest is given in Figures 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 for PE_mw93_4, KT_mw93_1 and
PE_mw945_17, respectively. Variability is much smaller compared to the Hikurangi source
scenarios. This is not surprising as it has recently been demonstrated that the effects of
non-uniform slip decrease with distance (Mueller et al. forthcoming).
Individual scenario results (inundation flow depth, velocity, wave heights at coast and time
series at points of interest) are provided in the electronic supplement to this report. Please see
Section 6.0 for details.

Figure 4.8

Ensemble inundation extent (10 non-uniform slip scenarios) and ensemble maximum flow depth for
PE_mw93_4 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake off the coast of Central America – onshore: flow depth; offshore
values refer to maximum wave amplitudes). Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at
mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.9

Ensemble inundation extent (10 non-uniform slip scenarios) and ensemble maximum flow depth for
KT_mw93_1 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake on the Kermadec subduction zone – onshore: flow depth; offshore
values refer to maximum wave amplitudes). Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at
mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).

Figure 4.10

Ensemble inundation extent (10 non-uniform slip scenarios) and ensemble maximum flow depth for
PE_mw945_17 (a Mw 9.45 earthquake off the coast of South America – onshore: maximum flow
depth; offshore values refer to maximum wave amplitudes). Simulations assume that the largest
waves arrive at mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.11

PE_mw93_4 ensemble maximum wave heights at coast for all of Canterbury. Ensemble is a set of
10 non-uniform slip scenarios for PE_mw93_4 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake off the coast of Central America).
Shown are the ensemble minimum (shifted to the south), mean (true location) and maximum
(shifted to the north) for each grid point on the coastline. Ambient water level is assumed to be mean
high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).

Figure 4.12

KT_mw93_1 ensemble maximum wave heights at coast for all of Canterbury. Ensemble is a set of
10 non-uniform slip scenarios for KT_mw93_1 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake on the Kermadec subduction
zone). Shown are the ensemble minimum (shifted to the south), mean (true location) and maximum
(shifted to the north) for each grid point on the coastline. Ambient water level is assumed to be mean
high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.13

PE_mw945_17 ensemble maximum wave heights at coast for all of Canterbury. Ensemble is a set
of 10 non-uniform slip scenarios for PE_mw945_17 (a Mw 9.45 earthquake off the coast of
South America). Shown are the ensemble minimum (shifted to the south), mean (true location) and
maximum (shifted to the north) for each grid point on the coastline. Ambient water level is assumed
to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).

Figure 4.14

Ensemble time series at points of interest Waimakariri River, Sumner, Lyttelton Port for the
ensemble of 10 non-uniform slip scenarios for PE_mw93_4 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake off the coast of
Central America). Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean
sea level).
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Figure 4.15

Ensemble time series at points of interest Waimakariri River, Sumner, Lyttelton Port for the ensemble
of 10 non-uniform slip scenarios for KT_mw93_1 (a Mw 9.3 earthquake on the Kermadec Subduction
Zone). Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).

Figure 4.16

Ensemble time series at points of interest Waimakariri River, Sumner, Lyttelton Port for the
ensemble of 10 non-uniform slip scenarios for PE_mw945_17 (a Mw 9.45 earthquake off the coast of
South America). Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean
sea level).
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4.1.3

Comparison of ‘Worst Case’ Candidates

Finally Figure 4.13 compares ensemble maximum of maximum flow depths for all the Hikurangi
scenarios (Model A, B, C) (a), the ensemble maximum of maximum flow depths for all ten
scenarios from the PE_mw945_17 set (b) and the ensemble maximum of maximum flow
depths for all 10 scenarios from the KT_mw93_1 set (c). It is immediately apparent that the
PE_mw945_17 scenario ensemble generates a larger inundation extent overall and reaches
higher maximum flow depths overall compared to the Hikurangi and KT_mw93_1 source
ensembles. The KT_mw93_1 ensemble shows larger inundation extent and higher flow depths
compared to the Hikurangi scenarios.
It is curious that the PE_mw945_17 and KT_mw93_1 scenario ensembles, even though they
are further away from Christchurch, are more severe than tsunami originating from Hikurangi
subduction sources. This appears to be due to several factors:
•

PE_mw945_17 (Mw 9.35 with 35 GPa) and KT_mw93_1 (Mw 9.3 with 35 GPa) ensembles
have larger magnitudes than all Hikurangi sources studied here (Mw 8.9 with 35 GPa).

•

Both PE_mw945_17 and KT_mw93_1 radiate tsunami energy very efficiently towards
Christchurch when compared to any of the Hikurangi source scenarios.

•

The Chatham Rise serves as a form of waveguide and focuses tsunami energy
towards Christchurch.

•

Pegasus Bay focuses tsunami energy efficiently in particular for the direction of waves
from source PE_mw945_17.

The higher magnitude, the ‘optimal’ location of the source and the behaviour of the
Chatham Rise are likely the reason for this unusual situation. Further analysis is required to
confirm this assumption.
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a)

b)
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c)
Figure 4.17

4.2

Comparison of worst case scenario results: a) ensemble maximum of maximum flow depths for
all the Hikurangi scenarios (Model A, B, C). b) ensemble maximum of maximum flow depths for all
ten scenarios from the PE_mw945_17 set. c) ensemble maximum of maximum flow depths for all ten
scenarios from the KT_mw93_1 set. Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high
water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).

Scenarios With 3-m and 5-m Target Wave Heights

In this section we present the inundation simulation results and other requested data (wave
heights at cost and tide gauge data at given points of interest) for the scenarios that reach 3 m
and 5 m in the Christchurch tsunami forecast zone as described in section 3.2. Again, the
relatively large number of scenarios are best presented by looking at ensemble diagrams.
We considered 17 scenarios for the 3 m case and 19 for the 5-m case. All scenarios were
assuming uniform slip. Ensembles represent sets that have the same target wave height in the
forecast zone. The digital attachment to this report provides all data for individual scenarios
separately.
4.2.1

Scenarios with 3-m Target Wave Heights

Figure 4.14 shows again the ensemble maximum of the maximum flow depth observed for the
duration of each scenario. Results are shown for the inner grid (Layer05) of the scenarios that
reach 3 m in Zone 29 of the New Zealand Tsunami Threat Level database. As for the
‘worst case’ study we observe that, in Lyttelton Harbour, the Head of The Bay with Teddington
experience higher maximum flow depths than the Christchurch coastal flats.
In Figure 4.15 we present example scenario flow depths plot for three main contributing
scenarios (largest extending inundation out of all 17 scenarios): PE_mw90_17_3,
PE_mw93_8_3, PW_m93_21_3. The figure also presents maximum flow velocities for these
example scenarios. These scenarios generate up to ~3-m maximum flow depths in Teddington
and between ~2-m/s and ~3-m/s maximum flow velocities.
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As above we present a summary diagram of all wave heights observed at the remainder of the
Canterbury coast as ensemble coastal wave heights for all 17 scenarios (Figure 4.16).
Shown are the ensemble minimum, mean and maximum for the coastline. Because the
scenario sources are distributed across a large subset of Pacific subduction zones
(Figure 3.12) we notice a comparably even distribution of amplitudes along the coast in this
ensemble plot.
A summary of virtual tide gauge data for the Waimakariri River, Sumner and Lyttelton Port
points of interest is given in Figure 4.17. The graphs demonstrate however that scenarios
generating a certain target wave height somewhere in the forecasting zone have highly diverse
effects at any given point (e.g. the tide gauge location) on the coast or offshore. This becomes
clear when considering the large variability of tsunami signal phases, amplitudes and arrival
times at the tide gauge location shown here. Variability of arrival time is only indirectly clear
from the slow and late rise in the mean tide gauge signal. Overall the wave amplitudes lie
within the target limit of ~3 m. It is interesting to note that the biggest waves at Lyttelton are
consistently late. To a lesser extent that is also true at the Waimakariri river. One possible
explanation for this would be the effect of a harbour resonance.
The last two figures give a summary of the results for this scenario set. It would be beyond the
scope of this report to discuss individual results in greater detail. Individual scenario results
(inundation flow depth, velocity, wave heights at coast and time series at points of interest)
are provided in the electronic supplement to this report. Please see Section 6 for details.

Figure 4.18

Ensemble inundation extent (17 uniform slip scenarios) represented as ensemble maximum flow
depth for all 3-m scenarios. Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water
springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.19

Main contributing scenario examples, inundation flow depth for scenarios a) PE_mw90_17_3,
b) PE_mw93_8_3 and c) PW_m93_21_3. d), e) and f) as in a), b) and c), but for maximum flow
velocity. Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water springs (1.2 metres
above mean sea level).

Figure 4.20

Ensemble maximum wave heights at coast for all of Canterbury for all sets of 3-m scenarios.
Shown are the ensemble minimum (shifted to the South), mean (true location) and maximum
(shifted to the North) for each grid point on the coastline. Ambient water level is assumed to be mean
high water springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.21

4.2.2

Ensemble time series at points of interest Waimakariri River, Sumner, Lyttelton Port for all sets of
3-m scenarios. Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean
sea level).

Scenarios with 5-m Target Wave Heights

Figure 4.18 shows the ensemble maximum of the maximum flow depth observed for the
duration of each scenario. Results are shown for the inner grid (Layer05) of the scenarios that
reach 5 m in Zone 29 in the New Zealand Tsunami Threat Level database. As for the
‘worst case’ study we observe that in Lyttelton Harbour the Head of The Bay with Teddington
experience higher maximum flow depths than the Christchurch coastal flats.
In Figure 4.19 we present example scenario flow depths plot for three main contributing
scenarios (largest extending inundation out of all 19 scenarios): PE_mw_93_3_5,
PE_mw93_18_5, PE_mw93_14_5. The figure also presents maximum flow velocities for these
example scenarios. These scenarios generate up to ~6-m maximum flow depths in Teddington
and between ~2-m/s and ~3-m/s maximum flow velocities in this area.
As above we present a summary diagram of all wave heights observed at the remainder of the
Canterbury coast as ensemble coastal wave heights for all 19 scenarios (Figure 4.20).
Shown are the ensemble minimum, mean and maximum for the coastline. Because the
scenario sources are distributed across a large subset of Pacific subduction zones
(Figure 3.13) we notice a comparably even distribution of amplitudes along the coast in this
ensemble plot.
A summary of virtual tide gauge data for the Waimakariri River, Sumner and Lyttelton Port
points of interest is given in Figure 4.21. Because the scenario sources are distributed across
a large subset of Pacific subduction zones the mean of the time series goes to almost zero as
the individual times series signals are diverse and uncorrelated. The graphs demonstrate
GNS Science Consultancy Report 2018/198
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however that scenarios generating a certain target wave height in the forecasting zone have a
highly diverse impact in any given specific point on the coast or offshore. We see large
variability of tsunami signal phases amplitudes and arrival times, of which the latter is only
indirectly clear from the slow and late rise in the mean tide gauge signal. Overall the wave
amplitudes lie within the target limit of ~5 m. Again, we observe the biggest waves at Lyttelton
are consistently late as seen for the 3-m scenario described earlier.
The last two figures give a summary of the results for this scenario set. It would be beyond the
scope of this report to discuss individual results in greater detail. Individual scenario results
(inundation flow depth, velocity, wave heights at coast and time series at points of interest)
are provided in the electronic supplement to this report. Please see Section 6 for details.

Figure 4.22
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Ensemble inundation extent (19 uniform slip scenarios) represented as ensemble maximum flow
depth for all 5 m scenarios. Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water
springs (1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.23

Main contributing scenario examples, inundation flow depth for scenarios a) PE_mw_93_3_5,
b) PE_mw93_18_5 and c) PE_mw93_14_5. d) e) and f) as in a), b) and c), but for maximum flow
velocity. Simulations assume that the largest waves arrive at mean high water springs (1.2 m above
mean sea level).

Figure 4.24

Ensemble maximum wave heights at coast for all of Canterbury for all 5 m scenarios. Shown are the
ensemble minimum (shifted to the south), mean (true location) and maximum (shifted to the north)
for each grid point on the coastline. Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs
(1.2 m above mean sea level).
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Figure 4.25
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Ensemble time series at points of interest Waimakariri River, Sumner, Lyttelton Port for all sets of
5-m scenarios. Ambient water level is assumed to be mean high water springs (1.2 m above mean
sea level).
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5.0

DISCUSSION

The simulations carry several unknowns that will lead to over- or under-estimation of the actual
amount of inundation observed for each scenario. These include uncertainties in modelled
surface roughness, digital elevation and bathymetric models as well as variability of the
modelled geometry of the rupture surface, the sequence in which slip is triggered on that
surface and the rake angle of individual slip patches. These effects have not been studied for
reasons of practicality. We currently assume that the effect of rupture complexity in the
form of non-uniform slip is one of the most important ones for local and regional
sources (Geist 2002; Mueller et al. 2015, forthcoming), which is supported by our results.
Another important factor that is carrying a significant amount of uncertainty is the actual rigidity
(stiffness) of the subduction interface and the medium surrounding it. Our study also does not
include an investigation into the effects of this uncertainty. All simulations of subduction plate
interface sources assume a rigidity of µ = 50 GPa for consistency with the National Tsunami
Hazard Model (Power 2013) and has been used by GNS Science for tsunami hazard and
evacuation zoning studies in the recent past. Upper plate crustal sources were modelled with
a rigidity of µ = 35 GPa. However, we have given source magnitudes for µ = 35 GPa and
µ = 50 GPa in the text, figures and tables and labelled them accordingly. Further investigation
of the effect of changes to the assumed rigidity (which, in reality, varies with both depth
and distance from the interface) on inundation extents is recommended for future research.
The data provided in this report is intended to form the basis for the council to develop their
evacuation zones if they wish to do so in the future: encompassing the areas indicated as
being subject to inundation, but also using a conservative approach to simplifying the outlines
of the zones e.g. in areas where the modelled inundation has an irregular boundary, or to align
the evacuation zone boundary with clearly identifiable features such as roads.
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6.0

CONCLUSION

A large set of local, regional and distant potential tsunami sources was investigated. A total of
215 individual scenarios were run using the COMCOT (Cornell Multi-grid Coupled Tsunami
model) tsunami model (Wang and Power 2011) as the core simulation engine of our
assessment. For our assessment 102 of these scenarios were run to inundation for the
Christchurch coast from Pines/Kairaki Beach to Purau and to wave height at coast above mean
sea level for the remainder of the Canterbury coast, which is Willawa Point to the Waitaki River
mouth. Inundation simulations also considered the interaction between river flow of the major
rivers and the impacting tsunami in this area. This includes the Waimakariri, Kaiapoi, Avon and
Heathcote rivers. The effect of river flow has been considered for all scenarios, but we cannot
conclude how significant the river flow influence is as no scenarios have been modelled that
do not consider river flow.
We investigated a number of potential ‘Worst Case’ scenarios including local, regional and
distant sources. We also investigated a large set of scenarios from different regions around
the Pacific that reach 3-m and 5-m target wave heights at coast in the Christchurch tsunami
forecasting zone.
We find that the known local crustal earthquake sources do not contribute to the set of potential
‘Worst Case’ scenarios. The main contributors to this category are the Hikurangi Subduction
zone (Mw 8.9 with 35 GPa rigidity) when rupture is assumed to happen in the most southern
part of the interface, a great earthquake on the Kermadec plate interface (Mw 9.3 with 35 GPa
rigidity) and a great earthquake of Mw 9.35 (35 GPa rigidity) in Peru. With the latter being the
worst case that could be identified. Also, other distant sources from South America fall into the
‘worst cases’ category.
Commonly we observe that in Lyttelton Harbour the Head of The Bay with Teddington
establishes with higher flow depths than the Christchurch coastal flats. However, due to its
topography Christchurch experiences larger inundation extent compared to Teddington.
The scenario that causes the largest inundation extent and the highest flow depths overall is
the great earthquake of Mw 9.35 (35 GPa rigidity) in Peru.
The fact that distant and regional sources contribute to the largest inundation extent category
is unusual for Christchurch. This could be due to a combination of factors:
•

Higher magnitudes for the distant and regional sources compared to the regional
Hikurangi source in this study.

•

Effective radiation of tsunami energy towards Christchurch from particular sources

•

A channelling effect of the Chatham Rise

•

A focusing effect of Pegasus Bay.

Figure 6.1 a) shows a maximum wave height plot for the outermost simulation layer,
showing scenario PE_mw945_17 with uniform distribution of slip in the source. This illustrates
how efficiently tsunami energy is radiated towards New Zealand. Figure 6.1 b) gives a closer
view onto the Chatham Rise. We notice slightly elevated maximum tsunami wave heights
outlining the Chatham Rise in this scenario. Figure 6.1 c) shows the strong build-up of tsunami
energy in Pegasus Bay, which seems to have a focusing effect for tsunami energy arriving in
New Zealand. Further detailed investigation would be required to completely understand why
Christchurch is so sensitive to this particular tsunami source.
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a)

c)

b)
Figure 6.1

Factors that could contribute to a large inundation extent category for Christchurch. a) Maximum
wave height for PE_mw945_17 with uniform distribution of slip demonstrating directionality of
energy from this source. b) Closer view onto the Chatham Rise illustrating the channelling effect.
c) Close-up on Pegasus Bay, which seems to have a focusing effect for tsunami energy arriving in
New Zealand.

We find that scenarios reaching 3-m target wave heights in Christchurch inundate less than
scenarios that reach 5-m target wave heights (as is expected). We also find that potential
‘worst case’ scenarios inundated further inlands than the 3-m and 5-m scenarios.
In terms of whether subduction zone earthquakes will be felt in Christchurch, modelling
conducted for the Hikurangi Response Plan scenario (Power et al. 2018) of an Mw 8.9
Hikurangi earthquake indicates that this scenario would be felt moderately to strongly in the
Christchurch area. The modelling suggests that a bi-lateral rupture (propagating north and
south from a central hypocentre) and a unilateral north to south rupture scenarios both produce
shaking of MMI VII on hard rock in the Christchurch region (potentially MMI VIII in areas where
ground amplification is significant e.g. on softer soils). A unilateral south-to-north rupture
scenario produces lower intensity shaking of MMI V on hard rock in the Christchurch region
(potentially MMI VI on softer soils where ground amplification is significant) as the directionality
of rupture is away from Christchurch. The shaking in these all scenarios is expected to be
relatively long in duration. For example, the durations above MMI VII (on hard rock) in the
Christchurch region were about 30 and 50 seconds in the bilateral and unilateral north-to-south
rupture scenarios, respectively, so the total felt time is likely to be longer than one minute.
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The strength and duration of shaking in the Christchurch region following an Mw 9.0+
earthquake on the Kermadec Trench is unfortunately not well established. By comparison with
the distribution of shaking following the Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake, 12 it appears plausible that
it would at least be felt in the Christchurch region by people at rest as lasting for longer than
one minute, though further research is required to confirm this. Large earthquakes off the South
and Central American coasts will not be felt in New Zealand.

12

Please refer to the shake map on the USGS website for the M 9.1 near the east coast of Honshu, Japan
Earthquake (Tohoku earthquake):
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/official20110311054624120_30/executive
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7.0

DATA PRODUCTS

This report is accompanied by digital products corresponding to the data presented and
discussed in this report.
The digital products are provided as zip files and the following zip files are provided, each of
which contain a set of scenarios:
Zip File Name

Description

WORST_CASES_Hikurangi.zip

Non-uniform slip scenario results for Hikurangi sources

WORST_CASES_PacificEast.zip

Non-uniform slip scenario results for east Pacific sources

WORST_CASES_Kermadec.zip

Non-uniform slip scenario results for Kermadec sources

ORANGE_ZONE_5mScenarios.zip

Scenarios with 5-m target wave height in ChCH (Z29)

ORANGE_ZONE_3mScenarios.zip

Scenarios with 3-m target wave height in ChCH (Z29)

Each zip file contains a file with the extension ‘.JSON’ that has information about magnitudes
of each scenario and contains the following files per scenario (here by example of scenario
‘Hikurangi_new_0_1’, which corresponds to Model C [see Section 3.1.2.3]):
File Name

Description

Hikurangi_new_0_1_Waimakariri_River_tideGauge.csv

Tide gauge time series

Hikurangi_new_0_1_Sumner_tideGauge.csv

Tide gauge time series

Hikurangi_new_0_1_Lyttelton_Port_tideGauge.csv

Tide gauge time series

Hikurangi_new_0_1_coastalWaveHeights.shp

Coast wave heights shape file

Hikurangi_new_0_1_coastalWaveHeights.prj

Coast wave heights projection file

Hikurangi_new_0_1_flowDepth.asc

Maximum flow depth record in Arc ASCII format

Hikurangi_new_0_1_flowDepth.prj

Maximum flow depth record projection file

Hikurangi_new_0_1_velocity.asc

Maximum flow velocity record in Arc ASCII format

Hikurangi_new_0_1_velocity.prj

Maximum flow velocity projection file

Because of the size of these files, the data products will be delivered to the ECan by download
and/or hard drive.
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